
 

Exploring the connection between schwa dropping and vowel lengthening in Albanian 

Compensatory lengthening (CL) is a phonological process where a target segment is 

lengthened after the loss of another, the trigger (see e.g. Gess 2011; Kavitskaya 2002). The 

present study examines an emergent case of CVCV > CVːC type of CL in Albanian, a language 

of the Indo-European family which comprises two main dialects, Gheg and Tosk. A 

phonological difference between these dialects is that Gheg has vowel quantity contrasts, but 

not Tosk (except for a few speech communities not covered here; Demiraj 1996; Gjinari et al. 

2007; Totoni 1964). Contrastive length is found in Gheg, among other contexts, in definite 

versus indefinite singular nouns, which have short and long stem vowels respectively, while 

indefinites are marked in Tosk by a final unstressed schwa, as in example (1) (Çeliku 1971, 

2020). Historically, these long vowels have been argued to have developed in Gheg because of 

CL triggered by schwa dropping (e.g. Çabej 1957; Çeliku 1971). 

(1) buka ‘the bread’ (definite) një bukë ‘a bread’ (indefinite) 

Gheg /buka/ /buːk/ 

Tosk /buka/ /bukə/ 

Parting from classic descriptions of Tosk, Çeliku (1971) noted cases of schwa dropping in 

indefinite nouns by Tosk speakers, with variation within and across individuals suggesting 

change in progress. The main aim of this study is to find out whether CL is emerging in 

indefinite nouns in Tosk following schwa dropping, similarly to the development observed in 

Gheg. However, the debated claim that contrastive length must already exist in a language in 

order for CL to occur could perhaps restrict its emergence in Tosk (de Chene & Anderson 1979; 

Kavitskaya 2017). Furthermore, Çeliku (1971) noted that contrary to the fairly common CL 

process, Tosk nouns without schwa had a short stem vowel, while nouns with schwa presented 

longer stem vowels, an impressionistic claim which this study aims at revisiting empirically. 

The participants were 16 speakers of Tosk (5F, 11M, 20-75 y.o., x̄ = 41 y.o.) and 17 speakers 

of Gheg (9F, 8M, 38-79 y.o., x̄ = 55 y.o.) recorded during field trips in Albania in 2020. They 

took part in a reading task where two repetitions of a target word were inserted in a carrier 

sentence, e.g. buka thoni buka ‘the bread I say the bread’. Each sentence was presented twice 

in a random order. The recordings were forced-aligned using WebMAUS (Kisler et al. 2017) 

then converted into an EMU speech database (Winkelmann et al. 2017) for manual correction 

of the segment boundaries. The material selected for this paper consists of 9 pairs of 

definite/indefinite singular nouns such as buka/bukë ‘the/a bread’, kali/kalë ‘the/a horse’, etc. 

Two separate linear mixed-effect regression models were used to test how the log-transformed 

duration of the stem vowels was affected by: a) the presence or absence of a word-final schwa 

in indefinite nouns uttered by Tosk speakers; b) definiteness and dialect. 

Descriptive statistics for Tosk indicate that 78% of the indefinite nouns lacked schwa and that 

no speaker categorically produced it. The results of analysis a) (see Fig.1) show no significant 

difference between indefinite nouns with and without schwa. The results of analysis b) (see 

Fig.2) first indicate that Gheg speakers produced vowels with a significantly longer duration 

than Tosk speakers irrespective of definiteness. Second, a main effect of definiteness was also 

found, with stem vowels in indefinite nouns being significantly longer than in definite nouns 

across dialects. Taken together, these results support to a certain extent the hypothesis of 

emergent CL despite the lack of quantity contrasts in Tosk: we observe similar patterns in Tosk 

and Gheg where vowels in indefinite nouns have a longer duration than in definite nouns, a 

tendency for schwa dropping in Tosk, as well as no empirical evidence of the pattern opposite 

to CL described by Çeliku (1971). The absence of a clear effect of schwa dropping on vowel 

length does not point to a phonetic process of physical duration preservation (Gess 2011).  



 

 
Fig.1: Violin and box plots of duration of stem vowels in indefinite nouns produced by Tosk 

speakers, depending on the presence (Yes) or absence (No) of a final schwa 

 
Fig.2: Violin and box plots of duration of stem vowels in definite (red) versus indefinite (black) nouns 

produced by Gheg (left) and Tosk (right) speakers 
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